December 14, 2022

Memorandum for Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies

From: Kiran A. Ahuja
Director

Subject: Firefighter Trading Time Policy

This memorandum transmits the Office of Personnel Management’s (OPM’s) Governmentwide policy regarding the new statutory authority under which certain eligible firefighters may trade scheduled hours of work (switch work assignments) across pay periods. (See section 1110 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2022, Public Law 117-81, December 27, 2021, which added a new subsection (h) in 5 U.S.C. 5542.) A trading time arrangement between two firefighters must be approved by an authorized management official. In general, hours worked by a substituting firefighter are deemed to be worked by the excused firefighter.

Section 5542(h) authorizes the Director of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) to adopt necessary policies governing the treatment of both the substituting and the excused firefighter under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement, without regard to how those firefighters would otherwise be treated under other provisions of law or regulation. The attached document establishes those policies. OPM plans to issue codified regulations in the future (as authorized under 5 U.S.C. 5548) but is providing this policy document to promote uniform implementation with respect to certain key matters pending publication of regulations. Each agency with eligible firefighters is responsible for implementing the new section 5542(h) and the attached OPM policy.

While the attached Governmentwide policy addresses many specific issues, certain matters are left to agency policy, which would include agency policy established through collective bargaining. Agencies are expected to fulfill all collective bargaining obligations, consistent with the requirements in 5 U.S.C. chapter 71, with respect to trading time policies that are subject to agency discretion.

While the firefighter trading time policy affects only those agencies employing covered firefighters, we are sharing this information with the broader Federal community as a matter of interest and as an example of a flexibility that supports the Federal workforce, responds to employee concerns, and makes Federal employment more attractive.

Additional Information

Agency headquarters-level human resources offices may contact Pay and Leave at OPM at pay-leave-policy@opm.gov. Because the firefighter trading time program will be administered by the agencies, employees should contact their servicing agency human resources office for further information on the program.

cc: Chief Human Capital Officers (CHCOs), Deputy CHCOs, and Human Resources Directors
OPM Policy Regarding the Firefighter Trading Time Authority
(5 U.S.C. 5542(h))

A. General Information

1. Section 1110 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2022 (Public Law 117-81, December 27, 2021) added a new subsection (h) in section 5542 of subchapter V of chapter 55 of title 5, United States Code. Section 5542(h) authorizes covered Federal firefighters (those eligible under section 5542(h)(2)(A)) to exchange scheduled hours of work (“trading time”). In general, hours worked by a substituting firefighter are deemed to be worked by the excused firefighter. In this policy document, the following definitions apply:

   Qualified trade-of-time arrangement means an agency-approved arrangement under which two firefighters voluntarily substitute for one another (switch work assignments) during scheduled work hours, subject to the conditions described in this policy document.

   Substituting firefighter means the firefighter who is working in place of another firefighter during a designated period of time under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement.

   Excused firefighter means the firefighter who is excused from working during a designated period of time because another firefighter is scheduled to work in the firefighter’s place under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement.

2. Section 1110—and thus the new section 5542(h)—took effect on the date of enactment, December 27, 2021.

3. Section 5542(h) authorizes the Director of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) to adopt necessary policies governing the treatment of both the substituting and the excused firefighter under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement, without regard to how those firefighters would otherwise be treated under other provisions of law or regulation.

4. Each agency with eligible firefighters is responsible for implementing the new section 5542(h) and the policies in this document. OPM will issue regulations in the future (as authorized under 5 U.S.C. 5548) but is providing this policy document to promote uniform implementation with respect to certain key matters pending publication of regulations.

5. Eligible firefighters may trade time during scheduled work hours, subject to the conditions and requirements set forth in this policy document and in any applicable supplemental agency policies (including policies established via collective bargaining).
B. Eligible Firefighters

1. Under 5 U.S.C. 5542(h), a firefighter is eligible to trade time with another eligible firefighter if both have work schedules including 24-hour duty shifts and satisfy the other requirements under the definition of “firefighter” in 5 U.S.C. 5542(h)(2)(A). That definition covers an “employee” (as defined in 5 U.S.C. 5541) who is covered by the title 5 premium pay subchapter and who is one of the following:
   a. A firefighter, as defined in 5 U.S.C. 8331(21) or 8401(14);
   b. An employee covered by the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS, 5 U.S.C. chapter 83, subchapter III) who holds a supervisory or administrative position, but who does not qualify to be considered a firefighter within the meaning of section 8331(21), but who would qualify if the employee had transferred directly to such position after serving as a firefighter under section 8331(21);
   c. An employee covered by the Federal Employees’ Retirement System (FERS, 5 U.S.C. chapter 84) who holds a supervisory or administrative position, but who does not qualify to be considered a firefighter within the meaning of section 8401(14), but who would qualify if the employee had transferred directly to such position after performing duties described in section 8401(14)(A) for at least 3 years; or
   d. An employee who is not covered by CSRS or FERS but holds a position OPM determines would fall under paragraphs a, b, or c if the employee were subject to CSRS or FERS.

2. In addition to satisfying the requirements in B.1, both firefighters involved in a trade-of-time arrangement must be subject to the supervision of the same fire chief and must be capable of performing the core duties that could be required during traded hours (5 U.S.C. 5542(h)(2)(B)). If one firefighter who would be covered by an arrangement is at a lower grade than the other firefighter under that arrangement, the fire chief (or authorized designee) may withhold approval if the affected unit as a whole would not have the necessary skills among those assigned to an affected shift to effectively accomplish its mission.

C. General Principles

1. A qualified trade-of-time arrangement is an arrangement between two eligible firefighters, both of whom must voluntarily agree to the arrangement. The arrangement must also be approved by an authorized agency official.

2. The purpose of a trade-of-time arrangement is to trade hours of work. Thus, each firefighter who is a party to the arrangement must be planning on working during the hours the firefighter is assigned to substitute for the other. In the event of an unplanned absence during a scheduled substitution, the rules in section E apply.
3. For the purpose of determining credit for hours and associated pay, an hour of work performed by a substituting firefighter must be deemed to be worked by the excused firefighter (not the substituting firefighter), except for the purposes specified in this policy document. (In particular, see section F.)

4. This policy document must be read in conjunction with any applicable agency policies, including policies in collective bargaining agreements.

D. Elements of a Qualified Trade-of-Time Arrangement

1. Eligible firefighters. Both firefighters involved must satisfy the eligibility requirements described in section B above.

2. Tradeable Hours. Firefighters may trade only hours within the firefighter’s regular tour of duty established for leave-charging purposes.

3. Full shifts/partial shifts. Firefighters may agree to substitute either entire shifts or a portion of a shift, subject to requirements/conditions in agency policies (including policies in collective bargaining agreements) and approval by an authorized agency official.

4. Conditions for approval. A proposed trade-of-time arrangement may not be approved if—

   a. the proposed arrangement would result in either of the involved firefighters having a balance of hours committed (but not yet executed) for substitution under one or more pending-completion qualified trade-of-time arrangements in excess of 144 hours;

   b. a proposed substitution would occur more than 1 year after the date of the approval of the qualified trade-of-time arrangement;

   c. either of the involved firefighters owes a debt of hours to the agency, as described in section E;

   d. either of the firefighters does not meet a requirement or eligibility condition established under agency policies (including policies established via collective bargaining)—for example, a requirement that an arrangement not result in a firefighter being on duty for consecutive hours in excess of an established limit (including duty hours as a substituting firefighter and excluding hours as an excused firefighter), a condition that the employee has served as a firefighter for at least 90 days, or a condition that the firefighter has a fully successful performance rating; or

   e. the arrangement involves the trading of hours for which pay is computed using a different methodology (e.g., a firefighter with a 40+16 regular tour of duty has 40 basic workweek hours computed using a GS hourly rate based on a 2,087-hour divisor and 16 overnight overtime hours computed using a 2,756-hour divisor;
two firefighters with a 40+16 tour could (1) trade basic workweek hours, (2) trade overnight overtime hours, or (3) trade an entire 24-hour (8+16) shift that has the same mix of basic and overtime hours).

5. **Agreement elements.** Each party to a trade-of-time arrangement must sign a written agreement between the parties that includes the following:

   a. The periods of time when one firefighter will substitute for another (including the specific dates and hours);

   b. Written signatures (including electronic signatures meeting standards established by the agency) of the two firefighters and the approving official;

   c. Acknowledgement that credit for hours and associated pay for an excused firefighter will be determined as if the excused firefighter performed the work actually performed by the substituting firefighter; likewise, a substituting firefighter will not receive credit for hours and associated pay based on periods of substitution (but will be eligible for workers’ compensation benefits as provided in section F.4);

   d. Acknowledgement of any agency policies (including policies established via collective bargaining) under which a previously approved arrangement may be canceled before any substitution occurs;

   e. Acknowledgement of the policies governing uncompleted qualified trade-of-time arrangements (including an arrangement terminated by the agency, as described in paragraph 7), including the possibility of a substituting firefighter being considered absent without leave (AWOL) for an unauthorized absence during a scheduled substitution and the possibility of owing a debt of hours to the agency for an uncompleted trade, which may be converted to a monetary debt at separation; and

   f. Attestation that the substituting firefighter intends to perform work to complete the firefighter’s trade obligation and that the parties will not exchange cash, goods, services (other than traded hours), or anything else of value in connection with traded time—with the exception of anything of such little value that it could not reasonably be found to be an inducement for the trade.

6. **Approval.** Any requested trade must be approved by an authorized agency official (e.g., the fire chief with supervisory responsibility for both firefighters). Agencies may require advance notice of any proposed trades to allow time to review the proposal and address any concerns prior to determining whether to approve the arrangement. Previously approved trades may be amended with the agreement of the firefighters involved and an authorized agency official.
7. **Cancellation or Prospective Termination.**

   a. An authorized agency official may cancel (i.e., withdraw approval of) a qualified trade-of-time arrangement under which substitution has not yet occurred, if a party to the arrangement is no longer an eligible firefighter or as otherwise allowed or required under agency policies (including policies established via collective bargaining). (See parallel rule regarding agency policies related to approval of an arrangement in section D.4.e.)

   b. An authorized agency official may prospectively terminate a partially completed qualified trade-of-time arrangement when one of the firefighters under the arrangement is not available to fulfill the work commitment made by that firefighter. For example, one firefighter may separate from Federal service, have a long-term absence (non-duty status), transfer to a different agency, move to a position in which the employee is no longer an eligible firefighter, or move to a firefighter position in a different fire department. If, at the time of termination, a firefighter under the arrangement has completed the firefighter’s obligation to serve as a substituting firefighter but has not been credited with hours of work as an excused firefighter as scheduled under the arrangement, such firefighter will be excused as scheduled, and the other firefighter will owe a debt of hours, which will be disposed of in accordance with section E. In other words, the arrangement is converted to an arrangement between each firefighter and the agency.

E. **Uncompleted Trades**

   1. If a substituting firefighter fails to work during the agreed-upon substitution period, the excused firefighter will be entitled to credit for hours and pay as if the substitution had been made. The substituting firefighter will become indebted to the agency and will be required to later perform work outside the firefighter’s tour of duty to satisfy the debt of hours—as assigned by an authorized agency official. Those debt-repayment hours are not credited as hours of work in determining the firefighter’s pay entitlements in the pay period in which they are performed. (However, a firefighter may be found to be absent without leave for failure to report to duty during scheduled debt-repayment hours and will have workers’ compensation protection during debt-repayment hours worked, consistent with the treatment of substituted hours described in section F.3 and F.4.)

   2. As provided in section D.4.c, a firefighter with a debt of hours as described in paragraph 1 may not enter into a new trade-of-time arrangement until the debt is eliminated.

   3. As provided in section F.3, a substituting firefighter whose absence during a scheduled period of substitution is unauthorized will be considered to be absent without leave (AWOL) and will be subject to appropriate discipline.

   4. A firefighter who owes a debt of hours may be allowed to reduce or eliminate the debt by agreeing to adjustments in the firefighter’s balances of annual leave, compensatory time off (for overtime work, travel, or religious observances), or paid time-off awards, if allowed by agency policies (including policies established via collective bargaining). If a
firefighter owes a debt of hours when separating from Federal service, when transferring to a different agency, or when moving to a position in the same agency in which the employee is no longer an eligible firefighter, the debt of hours must be recovered to the extent possible by offsetting any balances of annual leave, compensatory time off (for overtime work, travel, or religious observances), or paid-time-off awards. Any remaining amount of the hours debt must be converted to a monetary debt owed to the agency. The amount of the monetary debt will be determined based on the firefighter’s pay entitlements at the time of separation and the hourly value of the hours using the same method used to compute the cash value of hours of annual leave, except that no increase to the value of annual leave based on pay rate increases that would have applied post-separation (i.e., pay increases that would otherwise have applied in calculating the lump-sum payment for annual leave based on projection of the lump sum leave period—see 5 CFR 550.1204) is considered). Any remaining monetary debt is subject to the standard provisions that govern Federal debt collection, such as the Federal Claims Collection Standards (31 U.S.C. 3711 and 31 CFR parts 900-904), salary offset procedures (5 U.S.C. 5514 and 5 CFR part 550, subpart K), and compensation overpayment waiver provisions (5 U.S.C. 5584).

F. Treatment of Hours for Pay and Other Purposes

1. **General.** Except as specifically provided in this policy document, credit for hours and associated pay for an excused firefighter must be determined as if the excused firefighter performed the work actually performed by the substituting firefighter; likewise, a substituting firefighter may not receive credit for hours and associated pay based on periods of substitution. For example, any hours worked by a substituting firefighter under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement must be disregarded when determining that firefighter’s eligibility for overtime pay or calculating the amount of such pay under the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act and title 5. (See 5 U.S.C. 5542(h)(1)(A).) Instead, the excused firefighter must be credited with hours worked by the substituting firefighter in determining the excused firefighter’s overtime pay entitlements.

2. **Service credit.** Hours worked by a substituting firefighter under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement will be included in creditable service for leave accrual, retirement, and other purposes for the excused firefighter, not the substituting one.

3. **Absent without leave.** A substituting firefighter who, without authorization, fails to report to duty when scheduled to substitute for another firefighter under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement will be considered to be absent without leave (AWOL) and subject to appropriate discipline—unless the agency decides to retroactively approve the absence after reviewing the circumstances. Also, a firefighter who owes a debt of hours and, without authorization, fails to report to duty when scheduled to perform work to satisfy that debt will be considered to be absent with leave (AWOL) and subject to appropriate discipline—unless the agency decides to retroactively approve the absence after reviewing the circumstances.

4. **Workers’ compensation.** The fact that a firefighter was injured while substituting for another firefighter under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement has no bearing on the
substituting firefighter’s possible entitlement to workers’ compensation benefits. A substituting firefighter is considered to be in the performance of duty during a period of substitution for workers’ compensation purposes, except that any payments (e.g., continuation of pay) for the remainder of the affected biweekly pay period must be based on pay to which the substituting firefighter is entitled, without regard to pay for hours worked on behalf of an excused firefighter. The excused firefighter is not considered to be in the performance of duty during the period where a substituting firefighter is working on their behalf. If an employee had been scheduled (before the work injury) to work as a substituting firefighter during a future period when the firefighter is receiving continuation of pay or wage-loss compensation, the employee’s leave status will be considered to satisfy the firefighter’s work hours obligation, but only if the other firefighter under the affected qualified trade-of-time arrangement had already completed his/her part of the trade. If neither firefighter had completed their respective parts of the trade prior to the work injury leading to workers’ compensation benefits, the trade-of-arrangement will be automatically cancelled.

G. Agency Responsibilities

1. Each agency is responsible for establishing through proper procedures (including collective bargaining, as applicable) any necessary agency policies to supplement this OPM policy document.

2. Agencies should provide eligible firefighters who are unable to utilize a trade-of-time arrangement with information regarding alternative flexibilities such as compensatory time off.

3. Agencies must keep records of a qualified trade-of-time arrangement (including uncompleted arrangements) for 4 years after the last substituted work performed under the arrangement.

4. Agencies must keep current records that show pending-completion qualified trade-of-time arrangements for each firefighter, including the current balance of hours committed (but not yet executed) for substitution, as required to apply the rule in section D.4.a.

5. Agencies must manage any debts of hours resulting from an uncompleted qualified trade-of-time arrangement as prescribed in section E.

H. Legislation


§ 5542(h)

(h)(1)(A) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section or section 5545b, any hours worked by a firefighter under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement shall be disregarded for purposes of any determination relating to eligibility for, or the amount of, any overtime pay
under this section, including overtime pay under the Fair Labor Standards Act in accordance with subsection (c).

(B) The Director of the Office of Personnel Management—

(i) shall identify the situations in which a firefighter shall be deemed to have worked hours actually worked by a substituting firefighter under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement; and

(ii) may adopt necessary policies governing the treatment of both a substituting and substituted firefighter under a qualified trade-of-time arrangement, without regard to how those firefighters would otherwise be treated under other provisions of law or regulation.

(2) In this subsection—

(A) the term “firefighter” means an employee—

(i) the work schedule of whom includes 24-hour duty shifts; and

(ii) who—

(I) is a firefighter, as defined in section 8331(21) or 8401(14);

(II) in the case of an employee who holds a supervisory or administrative position and is subject to subchapter III of chapter 83, but who does not qualify to be considered a firefighter within the meaning of section 8331(21), would so qualify if such employee had transferred directly to such position after serving as a firefighter within the meaning of such section;

(III) in the case of an employee who holds a supervisory or administrative position and is subject to chapter 84, but who does not qualify to be considered a firefighter within the meaning of section 8401(14), would so qualify if such employee had transferred directly to such position after performing duties described in section 8401(14)(A) and (B) for at least 3 years; and

(IV) in the case of an employee who is not subject to subchapter III of chapter 83 or chapter 84, holds a position that the Office of Personnel Management determines would satisfy subclause (I), (II), or (III) if the employee were subject to subchapter III of chapter 83 or chapter 84; and

(B) the term “qualified trade-of-time arrangement” means an arrangement under which 2 firefighters who are subject to the supervision of the same fire chief agree, solely at their option and with the approval of the employing agency, to substitute for one another during scheduled work hours in the performance of work in the same capacity.